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"Before Harvey's "time respiration was regarded, not as a
means of combustion but of refrigeration. How man became
such, a fiery dragon was the puzzle" Allbutt.
"Medicine owes much to the great mathematicians and
physicists of the seventeeth and eighteenth centuries, who
developed ....almost the whole physiology of respiration"...
Garrison.
^But what among other fine discourse pleased me most was
Sir G. Ent about Respiration; that it is not to this day
known or concluded among physicians, nor to be done either,
how the action is managed by Nature, or for what use it is".
Pepys.
"Air possesses a certain occult virtue which cannot be
explained by any of those properties of air which have
hitherto been investigated. That in this virtue the secret
food of life lies hidden some chemists have asserted. But
what it really is, how it acts and what it exactly brings
about is still obscure. Happy the man who will discover it!
Hermann Boerhaave.
Introductory.
The very earliest ideas on the anatomy and physiology
of respiration are garnered in the archives of the East,
where the great codes of law seem to have become, incident¬
ally, depositories for a great deal of the ideas and
principles animating Early Medicine. The observations in
these early w0rks are, for the most part, considered opinions,
the results of observation and thought; they were delivered,
in the main, in the true spirit of scientific and philosophic
inquiry, and though in many instances we may denounce their
views as crude and barbaric, or as savouring of quackery, or
because they indicate the working of a priest-ridden mind,
yet they have an interest and importance in that - as is the
case with Respiration - they represent the first attempt of
the human mind to storm one of the many citadels of knowledge;
and their interest is none the less if Science In later days
has succeeded in developing our knowledge and sweeping away
our difficulties.
Some of these early notions are found in the Babylonian
Talmud, which dates from the second century A.D. and which
forms, together with the Palestinian Talmud, a collection of
Jewish law and knowledge which began to accumulate, by verbal
tradition apd subsequent annotation, (Mishna end CJemara), in
the/
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the sixth century before Christ. In the Talmud is found
early mention o" the fita.list philosophy - the blood is the
vital principle End is identical with the soul. Respiration
is separately mentioned, thus early, as a process of burning.
The medical lore of the ancient Hindgrs is preserved in
works of two periods, the Early Sanskrit, (Pig Veda and
Atharva Veda), and the Brahminical, (Charaka. Samhita, Surrdta,
End Vagbhata) . Hindu physiology is somewhat fanciful and
one of its principles lies in vital processes and vital factors.
Dne of these factors is the air, governing a vital process
taking place below the navel but it evident thqt here
we have an example where theurgy, folk-lore and superstition
have entirely absorbed scientific observation.
The earliest of the Chinese medical classics are the
writings of Huang-Ti, (2697 B.C.). In his TTeiching, (Internal
Organs), references are found, in a general hierarchical scheme
of physiology, to the thorax, one of three "burning spaces",
and containing the lungs, which are the servants o:° the heart
and which house the breath or energy of the organism.
Many objects in the work of the ancient Creek sculptors
have anatomical interest, and in the Vatican is preserved a
three-dimension representation of the chest and ribs; whether
this is an ex voto object, or whether it was intended fox-
academic work, is not quite.known.
The air was considered the primordial element by
5TO
Anaximenes of Miletus, (#i^-500 B.C.), and was one of the
four/
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four elements of Anaxagoras of Clagtomenae, (500-428. B.C.),
It. also found mention in the philosophy of Empedocles of
Agrigentum, (P04--445 B.C.), in which air- isr mentioned as the
mean of hot and moist. Julius Pagel, (18.98), has investigated
this subject of the four primordial elements, and points out
the analogy between them and the four organic elements of the
modern Periodic classification; but any scientific importance
the subject may have had is destroyed by its incorporation, by
G-alen, with the theory of Pythagorean nymbers, and by the
development of a nomenclature which is wholly jargon.
Hippocrates, (460-570 B.O.), mentioned, among other things,
the bedside observation of frequency of respiration.
In the second century before Christ, Erasistratus of
Alexandria was responsible for the first really scientific
a/ttempt to explore the working of respiration experimentally.
He invented a respiration calorimeter in which fowls and-their
excreta were weighed after feeding and after digestion.
After Asclepiades of Bithynia, (1S4 B.C.), when the
Hellenic Renaissance in Rome was making its presence felt,
many new schools of physiology and pathology arose; of the
former, the Pneumatists and their creed are of interest among
examples of the earliest sttempt^: to explain the purpose and
mechanism of xespii"*atiori. Athenaeur of Attalia was a disciple oi
Stoicism and the founder of Pneumatism and, with Agathinus,
who taught Ar^higenes and Leonidas, he based his views upon




purely physical, is "to cool "the fire of the heart, which it
reaches after passing through the lungs.
The end of Q-raeco-Roman medicine and, incidentally, of
the arbitrary Ancient Period, comes with the work of 'Galen
(151-201 A.D.). He still held the concept of a vital pneuma,
although his complex creed of Vitalism is held by Garrison to
have perverted much scientific effort in physiology up to the
time of Pribsch.. ^Nevertheless he gave a good a.ccount of the
mechanism of respiration, an account not improved upon until
well into the Modern Period. With his customary analytical
clarity, Sir Michael Poster has given a splbndid account of
the triple purpose of respiration as known to Galen and the
Galeni^ts. (Mane Lectures, 1901). "In the first place the air
introduced "by breathing served to regulate, to maintain, and
at the same time to temper, to refrigerate the innate heat of
the heart, that fire which, placed in the heart at thb beginning,
continued there all life long and was the one source of the
warmth of the body. In the second place, the pumping action of
^he chest served to introduce into the blood the air which wa.s
necessary for the generation in the left side of the heart of
the vital spirits, which were thence distributed over the
body by the arteries. In the third place the same action
served to get rid of the fuliginous vapours, the products of
the inner fire burning in the heart. Both the pure air
engendering the vital spirits, and the foul vapours, the effect
of the hea.rt's labours, were supposed to pass by the vein-like
artery/'
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artery, the pulmonary vein, the one the one way, the other1
the other".
In the Arabian medical texts of the early Middle Ages is-
found, in z hierarchical physiology resembling that of Huang-Ti,
an historice.1 repetition of the old idea o:^ the Hellenic
Pneumatists .... "the lungs are the fan of the heart". A
further example of the extremely unorganised condition of
mediaeval science is seen in the opinion of G-eber, (8th century),
that the bodily process of respiration is ruler by Mercury as
patron saint of the lungs. Such an idea, primitive though
picturesque, was endorsed by "?ara,celsus BombaStus eight
hundred years laterI
A more valuable type of observation was made by Yesalius
(1514-1564), in the second Ba.sel edition of his De Fabrica
Humani Corporis, (1552-1655), a stupendous work which first
appeared in 1543. Therein he records experiments on artificial
respiration, "howing how an animal whose thorax had been opened
may be kept alive by forced respiration and how a quiescent
heart may be revived by the bellows. Vesalius also made the
not unimportant observation that, on puncturing the chest, the
lungs are observed to shrink.
To Michael Servetus (1509-1553) falls the honour of the
discovery and explanation of the aeration of the blood. In
his Restitutio Chrir"tianirmi, (1553), he describes the course
of the blood in the pulmonary circulation through the lungs
into the heart-. Sir, Michael Foster, in his essay on "Vesalius;
His/
His Forerunners end Followers'', prints a trans 1at ion of the
classic passage in Servetus dealing the death-blow to the
theory that the blood sweats from hight to left through
invisible porer in the septum of the heart: "In order,
however, that we may understand how the blood is the very life,
vie. must first learn the generation in substance of the vital
spirit itself which is composec. and nourished out of the
inspirec. air and very subtle blood. The vital spirit has its
origin in the left ventricle of the heart, the lungs especially
helping towards its perfection; it is a thin spirit, elaborated
by the power of heat, of a yellow (light) colour, of a fiery
potency so that it is as it were a vapour shining out of the
purer blood containing the substance of water, of air, ana of
fire. It is generated through the commingling which is
effected in the lungs of the inspired air with the elaborated
subtle blood communicated from the right ventricle to the left.
That communication does not, however, as is generally believed,
take place through the median wall (septum) of the heart, but
by a signs! artifice the subtle blood is driven by a long
passage through the lungs. It is prepared by the lungs, is
rendered yellow (light) and from the artery-like vein is poured
into the vein-like artery. Then in the vein-like artery it is
mixed with the inspired air, and by expiration is cleansed
from its fumes. And so at length it is drawn in, a complete
mixture, by the left ventricle through the Diastole, stuff fit
to become the vital spirit".
A description of the pulmonary circulation in the De Re
Anatomic a. of Columbus (1559) is believed, to be a plagiarism.
Columbus upheld the "cooling" effect of respiration and called
aerated blood "spirituous7•
Fabricius ab Aquapende.ite, (1537-1619), who occupied the
Faduan Chair of Anatomy for forty years, gave a good account
of the mechanism of respiration, which he states in the Epilogue
of his "De Rerpiratione et ejus Instrumentis", written in 1599
and published in 1603. He had no scientific conception of
the pulmonary circulation and believed the "vein-like artery"
to be a vessel carrying air directly to the heart. "In
brea.th.ing, Nature puts before herself mainly a double goal,
the generation of the animal spirits, and the regulation ana
conservation of the heat of the blood. The heat is maintained
and regulated by the supply of material, by refrigeration, and
by getting rid of superfluous residues. All these things are
v
brought about by means of the air taken into the bouy, whence
the necessity of breathing. This breathing is the bringing in
of air by which spirit is carried inwards and outwards through
the mouth, and is divided into inspiration and expiration. In
inspiration air enters the lungs and the heart for the sake
of the supply of material and of refrigeration; in expiration,
on the other hand, the air issues for the sake of getting rid
of superfluous re-idues. The air enters by being drawn in,
it issues by being driven out; it is drawn in, not by any occult
virtues or influence, but only by the principle that a vacuum
must be filled up".
The Modern. Period.
The Modern Period.
In dealing with the history o:~ respiration, the great
Modern Period of research end discovery may fittingly "be
opened with the name of William Harvey, (1573-1657). His
magnum opus lies in hir De Motu Cordis, but his views on the
pure physiology of respiration are interesting. He made an
old mistake in upholding the Aristotelian view of the cooling
action, "although", says Garrison, "Hippocrates had taught that
something derived from the inspired air enters the heart and is
distributed thence to the body, and although Columbus had
inferred that spirituous blood is concocted in the lungs, by
mixing with'air, Thus Harvey sided with the philosophers
rather than with the physicians".
The next development begins with iatromathematical
end iatrophysical theories which tend to be crude and unsatis¬
fying; it ends with a great spate of chemical discovery during
which the explanation of respiration is placed on a sound
scientific basis.
The Neapolitan Borelli, (1608-1679), treated respiration
as a purely mechanical process, and this view was exploited to
an even greater extreme by his countryman Baglivi, (1668-1706).
Says/'
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Says Neuburger, (Jena, 1903) "He pushed, the mechanical
allegory to the extent of dividing the human machine into
innumerable smaller machines, likened the teeth to scissors,
the chert to a bellows, the stomach to a flask, the viscera
anc. glands to sieves, the heart and blood-vessels to a water-
work" .
Foster says of Borelli that 'he applied to the mechanics
of breathing the new knowledge which had been arrived at on
the one hand of muscular contraction, an*:, on the other hand
of the pressure and elasticity of the atmosphere, and so at
once reached the truth that inspiration consists in the
entrance of the air by virtue of the pressure of the atmo¬
sphere into the chest enlarged by the muscular contraction
of its walls, and expiration in the exit of the air so
entering, mainly at least by cessation of contraction".
Borelli^ made the observation that a supply of air is a
vital necessity, that ' affe taken in by breathing is the chief
ceuse of the life of animals"'. He proceeds, (showing,
incidentally, his familiarity with the more recent developments
in physics of his day), "The experiment which proves most
completely the- truth of the assertion (that air is necessary
to life) is the sudden x^emoval of air by Boyle's pneumatic
machine, or better still by the Torricellian vacuum with the
help of mercury. Animals of all kinds shut up in such a
vacuum immediately fall down dead; but if the air be instantly
renewed with care, may be brought to life again". Borelli
as/'
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as an iatrophysicist refused "bo admit any chemical reaction
in aeration of blood, "he invented a physical hypothesis
of molecular movement" depending on the wave-action or
oscillation in the blood (continuae motionis tremulae) caused
by entrance of air.
The insufficiency of the last protagonists of the iatro-
mathematical school is typified by the attempt of Archibald
Pitcairn to base the whole of medical practice on purely
mechanical principles. The most important result of the vogue
war to draw attention to thermometry and frequency of
respiration in disease; Cardinal Ousanus, a Roman Catholic
Churchman of the fifteenth century, had drawn attention in
1450 (Dialogue on Statics), to the possibility of the
comparison of frequency of respiration in health and disease
by means of the clepsydra, or water-clock.
The foundation of the Iatrochemical school and the
initiation of that research upon the natural gases which shed
so much light upon the chemical processes of respiration,
were the work of the Belgian Jean Baptiste van Helmont,
(1577-1644). he described the physiological processes as
being partly chemical and arising -from the "anima sensitive,
motivacue", a sensory-motive sould located in the pit of the
stomach ana controlling a specific spirit or Bias which in
turn controls a specific Gas, (a gas or ferment). The
natural gas which he discovered was carbon dioxide (GO ) and(■ii
which he called "gas sylvestre"; it is believed, however,
that/'
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"that, he did not, distinguish caiton dioxide, as found in the
Grotto del Cane at Naples, from the lower carbon monoxide, the
poisonous dunste.
In his fifth Lane Lecture, Sir Michael Foster has traced
the quasi-philosophical origin of the Bias or archaeus to
Basil Valentine, a Benedictine monk of the latter half oil the
fifteenth century. The archaei according to Valentine were
derived from the Creator or Ruler of the Universe, and were
the embodiments of energy. This doctrine was taken up by
Paracelsus, the roving mystic and alchemist of the following
generation. "All physiological processes, according' to
Paracelsus, are chemical processes governed by the archaeus.
In health, all the varied chemical processes are rightly
governed by the archaeus. Death is the loss of the archaeus".
Van Melmont in turn incorporated, these philosophical and
speculative ideas, and in this respect Sir Michael Foster
considers him "a Paracelsus redivivus"; but in his conception
of gases, ana by his work on the combustion of charcoal, he
clearly broke fresh ground, and opened up the way for scientific
research which eventually laid the foundation of chemistry in
general and of the physiology of respiration in particular.
Robert Boyle, (1627-1691), conducted.Experiments with
flames and animals in vacuo and showed the analagy between
rSspiration and burning in that air is required for both
processes, (1660). Boyle rank^ with van Melmont as the
founder of Modern Chemistry, and was the first of what has
called/
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called "a little bend, worthy successors of Harvey, vrho in the
middle and latter part of the seventeenth century made
remarkable progress in the knowledge of the true nature of
breathing", his work on respiration war "part of and 'incidental
to his researches on the general properties of the atmosphere".
He war impressed, like Borelli, with the impossibility of life,
being sustained in a, vacuum, and performed a similar experiment.
Foster regards this experiment as the fundamental experiment
in the physiology of respiration, and describes Boyle's work
on the physical nature of the air, a thing' which had never
been fully explored up to this time,—"Robert Boyle....busied
himself with the new views as to the -gpgtght and pressure of air
introduced by the observations of Galileo, 'lorricelli and
Rascal, by which the old plenum theory of Descartes was over¬
thrown. With his new pneumatic engine or air-pump, (which
von Guericke had just before introduced), he made many
researches on the spring or elater of air".
5
In 1667 Robert Hooke, (1630-1703), repeated an experiment
of Vesalius by blowing a bellows over the opened thorax of a
dog. This type of artificial respiration kept the animal
alive and "howed that the main importance of respiration
lies not in the intrinsic movements of thorax or lungs but in
some exchange or re-action between the air and the blood in
the lungs. Jriooke, ' of singular ingenuity", was Curator to
the Royal Society, and the classic account of his experiment
Ja.
is preserved m the twenty-eighth number of the Philosophical
Transactions/
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Transactions. After having successfully employed artificial
respiration without movement of the chest walls, he pricked
holes in the dog's lung's and kept them fully distended by a
strong current of air. i:he success of this latter- part of the
experiment showed that the movement of the thorax ordinarily
associated with breathing is merely a concomitant and not a
fundamental part 0:" the process. The whole prime importance
of the demonstration is summed up in the question which Hooke
proposed to the fellows at the close,..."whether suffering the
(venous) blood to circulate through a vessel so that it may
be openly, exposed to the fresh air may not suffice (instead
of lungsfand breathing) for the life of the animal?".
Richard Lower, (1651-1691), performed a conclusive
experiment in 1669: he injected dark venous blood into
insufflated lungs and hit upon the idea that its change in
colour to bright red was due to its having incorporated some
of the air in the lungs. Lower, who was a fellow of the Royal
Society, had always surmised that venous blood becomes arterial
when it is exposed to fresh air. he was convinced in this by
the work of his colleague, Hooke, and by the fact that he had
observed, on his own account, that a clot of venous blood
becomes bright scarlet in colour only on the surface in content
with air. He soon realised that not only is mere exposure of
i
venous blood to air necessary, but that combination of the
bloou and air takes plane. By similar observation he came
quickly to realise the analogy between respiration and burning.
Sir Michael foster, writing of Lower's position in the English
school/'
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school of the seventeenth century, describes his thoughts on
his discoveries. "It is this continual entrance of fresh air
into the blood which renders fresh air ro necessary for the
maintenance of life. 'Were it not for this ,we should breathe
as well in the most filthy prison as among the most delightful
pastures'. The same fresh air is as much needed for our
r .
breathing as for the burning of a flame, ^ fact, vtfiere a fire
burns readily, there can we easily breathe5"."
The fruit of this wonderful period of research and
sound experimentation were added to by John Mayow, (1643-1679)..
he showed that the part of the air"absorbed" by the blood in
th§ lungs is a constituent of nitre, (KNOg). lie termed it the
igneo-aSrial particle or the nitro-afrial spirit of air. he
was thus a redoubtable explorer and virtual discoverer in what
Allbutt termed, in a singularly illuminating phrase, "the
pathetic quest for oxygen". Mayow's work was to show beyond all
doubt that the atmosphere is not homogeneous in piuL of fact
and that it cannot be considered homogeneous frdm the view¬
point of respiration and combustion, francisous Sylvius of
Leyden, who died in 1672, made a distinction between two parts of
the atmosphere, one nitrous, the other sub-acid. Whether or
not this thesis of Sylvius is original, these were the lines
upon//Mayow worked, and on which his whole fame rests. A book
of four tracts, published when he was twenty-five, contains
his celebrated essays = De Sal nitro et Spirits nitro-aeroe,
and De respiratione. Mayow'srpomentous contention is expressed
thus/'
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thus: "That this sjfcr which surrounds us, and which, since
by its tenuity it escapes the sharpness of our eyes, seems to
those who think about it to be an empty space, is impregnated
with a certain universal salt, of a nitro-saline nature, that
is to say with a vital, fiery and in the highest degree
fermentative spirit". In examining the chemistry of nitre,
he spoke of its two constituent parts, sal fixum, (potash),
and sal nitrum, (nitric acid). Having observed the formation
of nitre in heaps of vegetable matter decomposing in air, he
concluded that the sal fixum is derived from the earth alone
and that the sal nitrum is derived from the atmosphere alone.
At a later stage he was obliged to modify the latter part of
this hypothesis, as he knew the strong corrosive action of
free sal nitrum. lie did this by assuming" the existence in aal
nitrum of two separate salts, only one of which is derived
from the atmosphere. .his was his universal salt, the spiritus
nitro-aereus. The next logical step lay in determining in
what proportion this spiritus was a component of air, and
Mayow very rapidly made clear that only a part of the air has
these igneo-aMrial properties — "for a candle enclosed in a
fla.sk goes out although there is still contained in the flask
an ample abundance of air". A striking control experiment was
provided by his discovery that the nitro-afrial particles
locked up in nitre may suffice to support combustion in the
total absence of air: "Thus a squib made of gunpowder, of
which nitre is an important constituent, will burn right
away under water".
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While seemingly illogical procedare may he a common
enough characteristic of man's activities in every other
sphere, yet the fact that it is not wholly lacking in the
anna,Is of science is made abundantly clear by the following
passage from Mayow, showing how this great chemist had dis¬
covered one of the basic principles of modern chemistry more
than a century before it was rediscovered and brought into
its due prominence - "Antimonium burned by the sun's rays,
(collected by a burning-glass), increases considerably in
weight; as may be proved by experiment. Now we can hardly
conceive that the increase of weight of the antimonium arises
from anything else than from the igneo-aSrial particles
inserted into it during the calcination". In a wonderfully
fine philosophical commentary on this passage, Sir Michael
foster gives a generous explanation of this apparent
squandering of man's intellect, endeavour and time: "What a
/zigzag path, how unlike a straight line, is man-s progress m
in search of truth, here is Mayow reaching a point far
ahead, and Boyle a little later had grasped the same fact;
Stahl drags, or seems to drag, the whole world of thought
back; and more than a hundred year's later Lavoisier reaches
the
. same point as Mayow. How true it is that the value of a
truth is not absolute; there is a time and a place for
everything, including a new truth. If a discovery is made
before its time, it withers up barren, without progeny, as
... , Z<wr€<?Cdia hayow s . the ^e^td had to wait for more than a
hundred years till Mayow's thought rose again as it were
from/
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from the grave in a new dress, and with a new name; and
that which in the first years of the latter half of the
seventeenth century as igneo-a^rial particles shone out in
a flash and then died away into darkness, in the last years of
the eighteenth century, as oxygen, lit a light which has
turned, and which has lighted the world with increasing
steadiness up to the present day".
Stahl's theory of combustion is the next step in the
history of the chemistry of respiration. Cfeorg Ernst Stahl
lived from 1660 to 1734 in Bavaria, tie modified some of van
Belmont's ideas on the anima sensitiva and declared that a
substance on being burned loses the hypothetic phlogiston,
that is, it is dephlogisticated and loses in weight, this was
s^&O-tcrrL,
a backward step in a double sense, as Mayow had that a
substance undergoing burning increases in weight rather then
the opposite.
Abbate Laze.ro Spallanzani, (1729-1799), has written
memoirs on respiration showing how hibernating animals may
live for a time in carbon dioxide and how ordinary warm¬
blooded animals die at once under the same conditions; how
cold-blooded animals may live in an atmosphere of hydrogen
and continue to give off carbon dioxide; and how fresh
living tissue may continue to take up oxygen and perhaps even
to give off carbon dioxide.
5
William C. CruUkshank, (174g-1800), showed in 1778 that
the/'
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the skin, as well as the lungs, .h'/es off" carton dioxide,
but the importance of this wels not appreciated -until it wa,s
proved by later investigations.
Joseph Black, (1728-1799), dealt the deaith-blow to the
Stahlian theory in 1754, in his Disserteitio de humore acido
a cibo orto, when he showed that quickened lime on being
heated and quicklime on being slaked behave in a manner
exactJ-y contrary to the theory of Styhl; that is, when the
carbonate is heated it actueJLly loses in weight and when
quicklime is slaked it actually gains in weight. He cadled
carbon dioxide fixed ehr and showed it to be contained in
expired air and also to be the gas given off by quickened
lime; he also recognised it to be physiologically irrespirable.
Black, in his Tree„tise on Chemistry, records a debt to
the influence of Hales: "I was partly led to these experiments
by some observations of Dr Hales, in ??hich he says that
breathing through die.phragms of cloth dipped in alkaline
solution made the air last longer for the purposes of lif£.
Van Helmorrt had expressed the opinion that his gas
sylvestre was identical with the deadly gas in the Grotto
del Cane and with the gas of fermentation. Black describes
how he verified this latter statement: "In the same year I
found that fixed air is the chief -pairt of the elastic matter
which is formed in liquids in the vinous fermentation. Van
itelmont had indeed said this, and it was to this that he
first gave the name^sylvestre. It could not long be unknown
to/'
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to those occupied in brewing or making wines. But it was at
random that he said it was the same with that of the Grotto
del Cane in Italy, (but he supposed the identity, because
both are deadly), for he had examined neither of them
chemically, nor did he know that it was the air disengaged
in the effervesence of alkaline substances with acids. I
convinced myself of the feet by going' to a brewhouse with
two phials, one filled with distilled water, end the other
with lime water. I emptied the first into a phial close to
the surface of the wort. I then poured some of the lime
water into it, shut it with my finger and shook. The lime
water became turbid immediately" .
The only flaw in Black's rediscovery of the gas sylvestre
or fixed air lay in his inability to state the extent to which
it occurred in irrespirabl'e air; indeed, for some time it
was thought that this gas constituted the whole of irrespirable
air, but this Ifiew was corrected at a later date in the
Treatise on Chemistry. "'This portion of our atmosphere, (the
irrespirable portion, that which the Swedish chemist, Soheele,
had called foul air), was first discovered by my colleague
Dr. Rutherford and published by him in his inaugural
dissertation, he had then discovered that we were mistaken in
supposing that all noxious air was the fixed air which I had
discovered, lie says that after this has been removed by
caustic alkali or lime, a. very large proportion of the air
remains which extinguishes life and flame in an instant".
Rutherford/'
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Rutherford called the new gas mephitic air; latex",
i
Lavoisier investigated the negative properties of the gar and,
from its inability to sustain life, called it azote. Chaptal
first gave it the name nitrogen - the nitre-producer—following'
on Cavendish's discovery that nitric acid may be proauced by
an electric spark in air.
Joseph "Priestley, (1733-1804), isolated oxygen,
(Observations on Different Rinds of Air, London, 1772), and
showed that air charged with carbon dioxide is "renewed"
by vegetating plants. Dependence on Stahl, however, seemed to
destroy all deductive clarity, and Priestley wrongly looked
on respiration as merely the phiogisticat'ion of dephlogisti-
cated air.
Although Priestley's work is vitiated to a great extent
by his unswerving belief in the phlogiston theory, yet his
discovery is of the greatest historical import. Following
upon the quantitative results of other investigators, there
was at this time, (naturally enough), a strong revulsion
against the phlogistians; phlogiston had been proved negative,
and1 the supporters of the old theory were forced to renounce
or to assign to phlogiston the property of negative mass: it
became the essence or spirit of lightness. On the 30th
March, 1781, Boulton, (the engineer), wrote to Wedgwood as
follows: "We have long talked of phlogiston without knowing
what we talked about: but now that Dr Priestley hath brought
the matter to light we can pour that element out of one
vessel/'
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vessel into another; can tell how much of it "by accurate
measurement is necessary to reduce a calx to a metal, which is
easily done, and without putting that calx into contact with
any visible thing. In short, this goddess of levity can be
measured and weighed like any other matter. Tor the rest,
I refer you to the doctor himself". 'Ihorpe, in his bio-
graphics 1 study, says; "where were already many indications
prior to 1780 that men were beginning to be troubled as to
the sufficiency of Stahl's generalisation to account for the
rapidly accumulating mass of facts which the application of
quantitative chemistry to the study of natural phenomena, was
bringing to light. Priestley's advent in Birmingham certainly
retarded by the weight of his authority the growth in heter-
doxy in that particular among the members of the Lunar Society,
and indirectly therefore all whom they could influence". It
is no mean tribute to Priestley's power of 'argument, therefore,
to find him writing to Wedgwood, a,s late as March, 1783, in the
following terms : "Before my late experiments, phlogiston
was indeed almost given up by the Lunar Society, but now it
seems to be re-established".
Priestley had heard that the Count de Saluce claimed, in
the Transactions of the Philosophical Society of Turin, that
air vitiated by the burning of candles might be restored by
♦
cold. In attempting to probe the truth of this statement, 43S8&-
he made an important discovery, chronicled in his essay on
"fir in which Candles have burned". "Though this experiment
failed/'
failed, I have been bo happy as by accident to have hit upon
CLst^r-
a method of restoring/iwhich has been injured by the burning of
candles, and to have discovered a„t least one of the rertor-
ativer which Nature employs for this purpose. It is
vegetation, This restoration of vitiated air, I conjecture,
is effected by plants imbibing the phlogistic matter with
which it is overloaded by the burning of inflammable bodies....
On the 17th August, 1771, I put a sprig of mint into a
quantity of air in which a wax candle had burned out, and
found that on the 27th of the same month another candle
burned perfectly well in it. This experiment I repeated,
without the least variation in the event, not less than
eight or ten times in the remainder of the summer". In his
essay on "Air Infected with Animal Respiration and Putre¬
faction", he discusses another possible means of natural
purification of the atmosphere, namely, by the agitation of
"eas and large lakes and the subsequent assimilation of
noxious matter by aquatic plants.
The classic experiment by Hales in which that investi¬
gator estimated the volume of air consumed by rusting iron
in a confined space was repeated by Priestley, who found
that about one fifth of the a.ir was absorbed, lie had thus in
his possession nitrogen, but beyond remarking on its lesser
density and its inability to support respiration, he laid no
-tress upon its individuality. In his greatest paper, "Of
Dephlogisticated Air and of the Constitution of the Atmosphere"
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he points out how. atmospheric air had so long been regarded
as a pure elemental substance, though such was not his view,
•the paper has been called "One of the classics of chemistry,
as well as the chief <~orner-stone in the monument which
Priestley erected" . In it, Priestley reaches the apex of
his work, his release of oxygen from mercuric oxide originally
obtained by heating quicksilver in air. "After a variety of
other experiments ....I endeavoured to extract air from
mercurius calcinatus per se; Enu I presently found that, by
means of a lens, air was expelled from it very readily.
Having got three or four times as much as the bulk of my
materials, I admitted water to it, and found that it was not
imbibed by it. But what surprised me more than I can well
express was that a, candle burned in this air' with a remarkably
vigorous flame .... " Thus did it come about that Priestley
followed Mayow in forging another link in the chain of evidence
an to the true constitution of the atmosphere: he war
incidentally the last great Englishman in the "pathetic quest".
Poster has ably defined the two great faults in the
reasoning of Priestley on respiration. "It will be observed
that Priestley's idea of respiration as being simply the
phlogistication of dephlogisticated air left no room for any
other product of respiration"; and again: "Priestley's story
is a striking example of the influence of a dominant theory.
He was ....steeped in the phlogiston theory; he clung to it
to the end of his life, though to others it seemed before
that/'
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that to have received its death blow ... It in clear that he
had formed in his mind an image of the respiratory process
which, so far as oxygen is concerned, we with our present
knowledge may call wonderfully exact, save that it was, in a
sense, completely upsid© down, an image of the truth, but an
inverted image. Where we say 'took' he said 'give', and
At,
vice versa .
Antoine Laurent Lavoisier, (1743-1794), finally
completed Black's work destroying the Phlogiston Hypothesis.
He showed that inspired air and expired air have always one
content in common - azote or nitrogen; while the remainder, or
part of it, is changed to the gas sylvestre of van Belmont,
the fixed air of Black. During 1780-1783, Lavoisier worked in
conjunction with Laplace the astronomer in developing his
proof of the analogy between respiration and combustion, the
chemical products in each case being carbon dioxide and
water, the only mistake 0:" Lavoisier was in assuming that
the oxidation of carbon end hydrogen took place in the
tubules of the lungs. In 1791, in the Armales de Chimie,
Paris, Hassenfratz gave the explanation of his chief, Lagrange,
who surmised that the oxygen is incorporated or dissolved in
the blood and that oxidation takes place in the tissues as
the blood courses through them. Gustav Magnus, (Ann. d Phys. a,
3
Chem, Leipay., 18^7), showed that both venous and atterial
blood contain oxygen as well as carbon dioxide; all the
tissues must then respire, giving off carbon dioxide. This
work/
work was accomplished with, a Speangel' s air-pump and war a
decisive explanatory proof of what Gruikshank had demonstrated
in 1778. :
In that memorable passage in Mayow, the death-blow to
phlogiston was delivered in the sense of scientific discovery,
but not in the historical sense. It remained for Lavoisier to
impress these views - the results of quantitative experiment -
upon the world, and this he did in his paper "On the Nature
of the Principle which combines with Metalr during their
Calcination". "Smitten with these experiments, the scientific
Dagon, the image before which men had bowed their knees for
a hundred years, fell crumbling to the grchund" .
The name 'Oxygen' was conferred through a famous error
in Lavoisier's essay, "General Considerations on the Nature of
Acids . I shall therefore designate dephlogisticated air
eminently respirable, when in a state of combination or fixed¬
ness by the name of 'acidifying principle', or, if one prefers
the same meaning in a Greek dress, by that of 'oxygine'
principle.
Lavoisier was also the first to show that air in which a
metal had been calcined differed from air vitiated by breathing
in the absence of fixed air in the former; he accomplished
this by absorbing the fixed air- from the latter by means of
caustic alkali, and his conclusion was: "Air vitiated by
breathing contains one-sixth part of an aeriform acid like tkat,
which is obtained from tihalk". Just as he preferred to call
nitrogen azote, so also did he call fixed air his aeriform
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acid. 'This in itself was a step, leading up to the letter name
of carbonic acid gas.
Lavoisier latex" obtained this aeriform acia by burning
charcoal, (an experiment originally performed by Black), and
led the way to an understanding of the important connection
between respiration and animal heat. Heat at that time was
regarded not as&a form of energy but rather as "the physical
analogue of phlogiston", and on this basis Adair Crawford
published his theory of heat ana animal heat, originating not
in Lavoisier but in Bla.ck, (1777-1779). He expounds therein the
proposition that blood emits inflammable material in the lungs
and tabes up heat, and that in the tissues of the body the
blood gives out heat in exchange for more inflammable material.
Lavoisier now calculated, from the knowledge at his
disposal, how much of the oxygen inspired but not expired as
free oxygen was expired as oxygen fixed in carbonic acid gas.
He found that the former was in excess of the latter and he was,
at first, at a loss to account fox1 it. However, Cavendish
discovered hydrogen as a constituent of water in 1781 - "it
was the last of the four chief physiological gases to be run
to earth". In 1785, Lavoisier found that in the new element
lay the secret o£ another- discovery in the ehemistry of
respiration. "Besides the part converted into carbonic acid, a
portion of the inspired vital air uoe^ not issue as it enters,
'j'here results therefore one of two things: this part either
unites with the blood or combines (in the lungs) with a
portion/'
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portion of hydrogen to form water". As Foster points out,
Lavoisier reached at this point a practically complete solution
of the problem of the chemistry of respiration. Hi- only
mistake lay in assuming that all oxidation took place in the
tubules of the lungs. In collaboration with Sequin, he
formulated an erroneous idea that all the hydrogen and carbon .
to be oxidised exudes ac a hydrocarband)us secretion into the
bronchi: "There transudes into the bronchi a humour which is
secreted from the blood and which is principally composed of
carbon and hydrogen". It has been generously pointed out that
in actuality this takes away from the.credit of the great
chemist very little; he was first and last a chemist, and a
master, and in all probability the secretion theory belonged
in the main to Sequin. Lavoisier was no anatomist or physio¬
logist and, in any case, the error was rectified later, when
*
scientists, after Lagrange, Hassenfratz and Spallanzani,
realised that the oxidation takes place not in the tubules of
the lungs, not in the blood, but in the tissues outside the
blood channels. Even so, when this theory was expounded, by
Edwards in 1833, (Influence of Physical Agents on Life), lack of
experimental proof made its acceptance not at all enthusiastic.
G-ustav Magnus gave the required proof fifteen years later, when
"the theory of respiration assumed the form in which we now
hold it".
The death of Lavoisier in the Erench Revolution was one
of the most complete and colossal tragedies in the histroy of
science/'
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science, and Sir Michael Foster has combined his tribute and
his lament in the following fine passage : "On the morning of
Matj the 9th, there passed in carts from the Gonciergeiue to the
Place de la Revolution a procession of men to meet their
death. As the sharp stroke of the guillotine severed in turn
the neck of the fourth of these, there passed away from this
world, in his fifty-first year, this master-mind of science,
who had done so much to draw aside from truth the veil of man's
ignorance and wrong thought, and there passed away too the
hope of his drawing aside yet other folds of that veil, folds
which perhaps wrap us round even to-day".
Garrison says : "The discovery of oxygen had a singular
effect upon medical practice. Louis Jurine, Louis Odier, Pascal
Joseph Perro, §.C.Reich, J.B.T. Laum&s, Samuel Latham* Mitchell
and other# physicians were carried away by their imaginations
to the extent of attributing diseases either to lack or to
excess of oxygen". This culminated in the aMro therapy or
pneumo therapy of Leddoes ana Watt, (1794-1796), described in
their joint essays "On Factitious airs".
The constitution of the atmosphere was now becoming a
subject of intensive research, and John G. Lettsam, (1744-1318),
published an essay on the effects of stuffy air, (1773). The
same subject had occupied the attention of Sir John Pringle,
(1707-1783), with reference to hospital wards, in his
"Observations on the Diseases of the Army", twenty years
before. A better understanding of the chemistry of respiration
was leading to a knowledge of the dangers incurred through a
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foetid atmosphere and through lack of ventilation. Pringle
also effectively "bettered the condition of ventilation
obtaining in prisons, barracks, ships and mines, etc.
Marie-Jean-Piere Flourens, (1794-1867), in his RAcherch.es
Experimentales, (Paris, 1843), details his discovery, in
1837, of the bilateral noeud vital in the medulla oblongata.
Although controversy still rages round the exact position ana
extent of the node, yet it is generally recognised that there
is in the medulla oblongata such a centre of respiration,
whose lesion will produce asphyxia. "Speaking very generally
there is a Nervous centre in the cerebro-spinal axis from which
certain nerves proceed to the muscles of respiration; these
are called the efferent or centrifugal fibres. There are
other fibices which run from the peripheral parts of the body
towards the same centre and exert a control over it; these
are called afferent or centripetal. The impulses to movement
ctart from the centre and travel down the efferent fibres to
the muscles, while impressions arising in the periphery of the
body a,re carried along the afferent fibres to the centre and
modify its action" . (Garagee) .
In 1811 Julien-Jeun-Cesar Legallois, (1770-1814), had
discovered '(that a lesion of a small circumscribed area of
the medulla (oblongata) inhibits breathing", so that this
work really initiated the theory of the meuullary respiratory




In a graduating dissertation at Paris in 1828, Jean-
L&onard-Marie Poiseuille, (1799-1869), demonstrated the effect
of inspiration and expiration on blood-pressure, namely to
cause a fall and a rise, he made use of his own haemodyn¬
amometer and, twenty years later, Carl Ludwig verified his
observation with, the Kymograph.
Work on respiratory metabolism, commenced by Erasistratus
of Alexandria and the Paduan Saritorio Santorio, (1561-1636),
was largely developed in the nineteenth century, when nearly
all the factors entering into it had been clearly defined by
the chemical research on the gE ses. "All of Lavoisier's work on
the exchange of gases in the lungs belongs .... to the subject
of metabolism in the stxnct modern sense". (Garrison). In
1844 Duma.s and Boussingault defined an animal as an oxidising
apparatus end a plant as a reducing apparatus. In this
connection the names of Carl von Voit, (1831-1908), and max von
Pettenko<|er, (1818-1901), are of interest. In 1861, using a
respiration apparatus of special construction, they based
calcula/tions on the weights of fats, carbohydrates and proteins
consumed on the volume of nitrogen and carbon dioxide expired.
More recently work on the respiratory quotient, (= volume
of expired COg divided by volume of in-pired Og), has been
accomplished by Nathan Zuntgt and others, using the complex




ancl Benedict, (1905), and ri. B. Williams, (191S), with the
Sage Calorimeter of Riche and Sbderstrom, (1915).
More work on the mechanism of respiration was accomplished
"by E.P.W. Pflttger, (18S9-191), together with research on the
origin^ and rationale of the oxidative processes in the animal
organism, (187S). 'The discovery of Gustav Magnus in 1337 that
"both arterial and venous blood contain oxygen and carbon
dioxide was made by the use of a mercurial pump, whence it
ws.s inferred that the gases were merely dissolved. In 1857,
working in the famous Leipzig laboratory of Carl Ludwig, Lothar
Meyer obtained the gases by heating blood. Six years previously
Liebig had suggested the existence of an unknown substance in
loose combination with which the gases might be held. Research
between 1862 and 1864 led to Pelix Hoppe-Seyler, (1825-1895),
isolating crystalline haemoglobin, and the last link to a long
chain of brilliant construction was wrought by Sir George
Gabriel Stokes, who reduced oxyhaemoglobin with the liberation
of oxygen, (1864), thus proving that haemoglobin is indeed the
long-sought-for agent of combination. The method of combination
of carbon dioxide is not yet quite clear, but nitrogen has been
shown to be in solution in the blood. This was demonstrated
separately by Lothar Meyer, PflUger end Paul Bert, (1878).
The subject of the gases of the blood has been aided materially
by the improvement of the pumps used in extraction. Among
these are the mercurial pumps of Ludwig end Setchenoff, (1859),
Pflliger, (1865), Gr&hant and Leonard Hill, (1895).
Work/
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Work on the mechanism of respiration brought in its train
the elaboration of much apparatus for investigating the exact
movements of the chest. This apparatus included instruments
such as the thoracometer and stethometer for exploring the
movement of any point of the chest wall, together with the
stethograph and pneumograph for preserving an accurate record
of such movement.
■ Quetelet has made investigation on the frequency of
respiration, he found the average rate to be 44 per minute
in a "-ubject one. year old; 26 per minute at 5 years; 30 per
minute at 15-30 yeans; 16 per minute at 35-30 yeans; 18.1 at
30-50 yeans. Bert has further shown that with high atmospheric
pressures, the rate of respiration is diminished, while the
depth $f each respiration is increased.
Hutchibon of Fewcastle introduced a convenient terminology
to describe the movement of air in the lungs. Residual air is
a volume of air remaining after complete forcible expiratory
effort, end measures from 100 to 150 <~ubic inches. Reserve air
is the volume of air which may be expelled after an ordinary
quiet ^-expiration; it measurer about 100 cubic inches.
Tidal air is the volume taken in and given out at each ordinary
respiration, and is about 30 cubic inches. Complemental air is
the volume which may be forcibly inspired after an ordina-ry
inspiration, and measure-- from 100 to 130 cubic inches.
Vital capacity, a factor v.hich has been unduly stressed in the
past, is the greatest volume which can be expired by the subject
after/'
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after "the greatest possible inspiration, and is determined by
the Spirometer, (opposite). Hutchison found it to be 230
cubic inches in a man of height 5 feet 3 inches. The figure,
however, is dependent orx age, sex, height and weight as well
as on the general health. A method of estimating the
residual air was used by Gr&haot and has been described by
"Professor Gfamgee. "The residual air, which for obvious reasons
cannot be actually measured, may be estimated in the following
way. At the end of ordinary expiration, apply the mouth
to a mouth-piece communicating with a vessel filled with pure
hydrogen, End breathe into end out of this vessel half
dozen times - until, in fact, there is reason to suppose
that the air in the lungs at the time of the experiment has
become evenly mixed with hydrogen. Then ascertain by analysis
the proportion of hydrogen to expired air in the vessel, and
estimate the amount of air which the1lungs contained".
(Note: If v units = volume o" hydrogen,
V unit" = volume of air in lungs,
P units = volume of hydrogen in 100 units of
the mixture,
then, v = p
v 4- V 100
that is,
_ vdOO-Pl .v -
p )
V, then, is the volume of air in the lungs after an
ordinary respiration; that is, it includes the residual and
the reserve air; if we subtract from this the amount of
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rererve air ascertained, by direct measurement, we obtain the
"n
100-130 cubic inches which Hutchison arrived at by a study
of the dead body".
It was soon observed that for purposes of comparison
the element of time must be taken into consideration. Accord¬
ingly, a factor known as the volume of respiration (Athmungs-
grBsse - Rosenthal), was devised. It is obtained by multiplying
the volume of air inspired by the number of inspirat«gioris per
minute, and is about 366 cubic inches, or 6,000 ccs, in man.
Instrument" for determining the volume of respiration'have been
invented by Rosenthal, Gad, Panum, and Hering.
An illustration of a phenomenon, observed in turn by
Vesalius and Hooke, is described by Gamgee. "If we were to
freeze a. dead body until at 1 its tissues were rigid and then
were to remove a portion of the chest wal1, we should observe
that every corner of the thorax is accurately filled. If we
were to perform the same operation of removing a part of the
chest in a body not first frozen we should find, on the other
hand, that the contents of the thorax are not by any means in
such circumstances bulky enough to fill up the space provided
for them". A practical mode of explaining these important
facts in the pure mechanics of respiration has been devised by
Hermann./' A representation of his apparatus is given opposite.
Gamgee has attacked the question of the function of the
external and internal intercostal muscles much on the
same/'
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same geometric lines as Hamberger had followed in 174-3.
"Every external intercostal muscle fibre between a. pair of
ribs must, when it contracts, of necessity raise both ribs".
According to the proof, the internal intercostals must
depress both ribs in like manner. His explicit proof, modified
to meet diagram" of both cases, (opposite) is as follows:
CDS = CE2 4 ED2.
= GE2 - EE2 4 BD2 -t- BE2 - 2BE-BD
•
= AB2 - EE2 4 BD2 + BE2 4 EE2 4- 2BE • EE - 2BE-BD.
= AB2 4 BD2 4 BE2 4 2BE • EE - 2(BE 4 EE) BD
= AB2 4 (BD-BE)2 - 2EE (BD-BE)
and EE = CE cos X.
i.e. CD2 = AB2 4 (BD-BE)2 - 2AB cos x (BD - BE).
On the right side, AB, BD and BE are constant.
AS X decreases between 90°and 0°, cos X increases,
i.e. CD decreases as angle ABD decreases between 90° and 0°.
Experiments on the mechanism of respiration, with special
reference to the function of the intercostal muscles, were
made by Heller. In 1748 Hamberger had given an account of their
action by a geometric demonstration. The work of Hamberger
was verified practically by H.N. Martin and 3, M. Hartwell
at the JohnsHopkins University in 1879. "The functions of the
external and internal intercostal muscle have been the subject
of considerable discussion ever since Hamberger, (De Respir-
ationis Mechanismd), put forward his views concerning these
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muscles, end "the question cannot even yet be regarded as finally
decided". (E. H. Starling, 1900). The musculi intercartilaginei,
which acre anatomically internal intercost&ls, raise the ribs
and are inspiratory. This fact, which is due to their position
"between the cartilages, (whosS direction, of course, is not
that of the ribs), has been demonstrated by a special application
of the geometrical method, (Starling), and confirmed by Masoin
and R. du Bois Raymond on the experimental methods of Martin
and Hartwell.
The action of the vagus nerve in respiration was investi-
¥
gated by Isidor Rosenthal in 136#. he divided both vagi and
found that respiration became aeeper and slower while the
volume of air inspired in unit time remained the same. His
opinion was that the vagus contains two sets of fibres - one to
s
contract the diaphragm, the other to relax it. four years later,
Hering and Breuer found, by closing the trachea alternatively at
the end of inspiration and expiration, that the mechanism of
respiration is "automatic and self-regulative". On Rosenthal's
section of the vagi, it was found that rapid wastage followed;
the respiratory centre or noeud vital in the medulla- oblongata
became exhausted and effete more rapidly. Following up this
idea, Henry Head, working in Hering's laboratory at Prague in
1839, froze the vagus and also tried etherising it inside a
rubber tube. He found "that the vagus acts like the governor
of a steam engine in economising the energies of respiration
and preventing the centre in the medulla from wearing itself
out". Fielding Garrison says : "Normally, each inspiration
^riscOsyx. .
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stimulates "the fibres which eventually inhibit it, and, at each
expiration, the collapse of the lungs stimulates the inspiratory
fibres, thus keeping up a steady automatic rate of respiration,
which is largely due to the inhibitory fibres of the vagus".
flourens stated that the medullary centre was a "circum¬
scribed spot just below the apex of the calamus scriptorius,
of the size of a pin's head". Gierke, in Heidenhain's
laboratory, (1873), made unsuccessful attempts to locailise the
centre any small group of cells; he even destroyed much grey
matter round the position originally ascribed to the noeud
vital without any interruption of respiration. He discovered,
however, a, bundle of white fibres on each side of the median
line which seemed to be essential for inspiration, this was
the funiculus solitarius, the respiratory bundle of Krause.
"The fibres appear to lose themselves among the cells of the
enclosing grey matter, and this and the bundle gradually dis¬
appear when traced towards the spinal cord. Traced upwards,
they pass out with the bundles of nerve-roots which go to form
the vagus and glosso-pharyngeal". (Sch&fer- vol, 3, Quain).
Mislawsky, experimenting on cats, ^ound what he took to be the
centre in two groups of cells on each side of the median raphe
internal to the roots of the hypoglossal nuclei, in the
formatio reticularis. his emztrrg chapter in physio Logical
research was added to by the collaboration of Gad and Marinesco,
who, working with hot glass beads, burned away the substance of
the medulla oblongata in all the positions indicated by Flourens,
Gierke/
g8
Gierke and llislawsky. They agree with the last-named in
locating the centre in the formatio reticularis, hut stated
that it occupies a very extensive area, on each side of the
median line. Certain observers have concluded that the cells
of the respiratory centre extend down the spina.1 medulla.. In »
¥■
1860, Brown-Sequard divided the cord below the medulla
oblongata and kept the animal alive by artificial respiration.
When this wb-s stopped, he observed co-ordinated movements of
thorax and diaphragm, and reached the above conclusion.
Langendorff and Wertheimer repeated the experiment in turn and
supported Brown-Sequard in their conclusions. The existence of
a respiratory centre of control extending throughout the spinal
cord is deprecated by Starling,-"As I have already pointed out,
the cells from which the nerve-fibres to the respiratory
natterlir.y muscles arise can, like the motor cells of other part^ of
the cord, be affected by impulses reaching them along • various
paths. We may conclude that their normal activity in respiration
is determined by impulses reaching them from the medulla
oblongata. But they can also be affected along other tracts,
derived ultimately from the posterior roots, either at the
same or at a higher or lower level of the cord. We know that
the spinal <~ord, separated from the upper parts of the central
nervous system, under the influence of asphyxia or strychnine,
gives rise to spasmodic motor discharges, which have a tendency
to take on a more or less rhythmic character. These rhythmic
discharges effect the limbs as well as the muscles of the
trunk/'
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trunk, and it is evident that if we were tracing the movements
of the thorax or diaphragm, they might resemble the effect
produced by normal respiratory movement'-. But, strictly
speaking, we cannot locEte respiratory centre'- in the cord,
since this property of rhythmic discharge, in consequence of
asphyxia or strychnine, if" shared by all the motor cells or
centre" of the cord, and is not limited to those supplying the
respiratory muscles. As a matter of fact the pseudo-respiratory
movements observed under these conditions are extremely
inadequate for the renewa.1 of air in the lungs, and one often
obtains simultaneous spasms of inspiratory and expiratory
muscles. So long, therefore, as an animal is warm-blooded,
they are of little use for the maintenance of life. In
Wertheimer's experiments, in consequence of the prolonged
ventilation of the lungs, the animal had become practically
cold-blooded, and under these circumstances it is not 1
wonderful that it should have survived cessation of artificial
respiration for forty-five minutes".
